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the girls enter their teenage years and they become increasingly drawn in
by Miss Brodie's personal life, her ambitions for them take a startling and
dark turn with devastating consequences.
For the Love of Men Liz Plank 2019-09-10 A nonﬁction investigation into
masculinity, For The Love of Men provides actionable steps for how to be
a man in the modern world, while also exploring how being a man in the
world has evolved. In 2019, traditional masculinity is both rewarded and
sanctioned. Men grow up being told that boys don’t cry and dolls are for
girls (a newer phenomenon than you might realize—gendered toys came
back in vogue as recently as the 80s). They learn they must hide their
feelings and anxieties, that their masculinity must constantly be proven.
They must be the breadwinners, they must be the romantic pursuers. This
hasn’t been good for the culture at large: 99% of school shooters are
male; men in fraternities are 300% (!) more likely to commit rape; a
woman serving in uniform has a higher likelihood of being assaulted by a
fellow soldier than to be killed by enemy ﬁre. In For the Love of Men, Liz
oﬀers a smart, insightful, and deeply-researched guide for what we're all
going to do about toxic masculinity. For both women looking to guide the
men in their lives and men who want to do better and just don’t know
how, For the Love of Men will lead the conversation on men's issues in a
society where so much is changing, but gender roles have remained
strangely stagnant. What are we going to do about men? Liz Plank has the
answer. And it has the possibility to change the world for men and women
alike.
Midnight Rescue Elle Kennedy 2012-05-01 Dangerous. Ruthless. Savage.
And she's the good guy. Abby Sinclair had a desperate childhood until she
was rescued and adopted by a retired army ranger who molded her into a
master of self-defense. Now, she's a cunning and fearless assassin thrust
into assignment after dangerous assignment, using everything she hasnerve, resilience, strength, sex-to come out on top. Her only rule: trust no
one. Abby's latest assignment is in Columbia: go undercover and snuﬀ out
a dangerous arms dealer active in the underground sex trade. But when
Abby purposely blows her cover in a last-ditch attempt to free the
helpless victims, deadly mercenary Kane Woodland is recruited as backup. His mission: get Abby out of that hell hole. The last thing Kane expects
is to feel a primal attraction for Abby. But when she convinces him to join
her on her perilous mission, their newfound passion could put the lives of
their whole team at risk.
Stay Elle Kennedy 2017-06-20 Can you fall for someone you've never
met? Hailey Taylor Emery has a hunch that her favorite client at Fetch--an
anonymous virtual assistant service--is actually hockey star Matt Eriksson.
Although it's against the rules for her to check his ﬁle, she's 95% sure she
spends at least part of each day texting with her lifelong crush and
catering to his every need. Still nursing a wounded heart thanks to her
recent breakup, Hailey is perfectly content with some harmless online
ﬂirting...until she has to meet her client. Face to face. Cue: utter panic.
Matt Eriksson is no stranger to heartbreak. He's still not over the
destruction of his marriage, and it sucks to be the only guy on the team
who knows the truth--that hockey and long-term relationships are a toxic
mix. He barely sees his kids, and dealing with his ex makes him feel
insane. The only person in his life who seems to understand is someone
who won't show her pretty face. But it's nothing that a pair of fourth row
hockey seats can't ﬁx. Hailey can't resist the oﬀer. Matt can't resist
Hailey. Good thing he doesn't have to. Fire up the kiss cam! Warning:
Contains rabid hockey fans, misunderstood dick pics, hockey players at
the opera and exploding ovaries. "If I had to pick two authors who I'd have
team up, it would be Bowen and Kennedy" -- #1 New York Times
bestselling author Colleen Hoover "Everything Sarina Bowen & Elle
Kennedy write is pure gold. Please excuse me while I read this one all
summer long." Hypable Keywords: Hockey romance, Toronto, Sports
Romance, Romantic comedy, contemporary romanceFor fans of: Vi
Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Melanie Harlow, Penelope Ward, Lauren
Blakely, Kendall Ryan, Sierra Simone, Sawyer Bennett, Catherine Gayle,

Epic Elle Kennedy 2020-02-09 They're back! Epic is a novella about your
favorite hockey duo! Jamie and Wes are having a blast living and working
in Toronto. Until a scout for another team swoops in to make one of them
an oﬀer that might complicate the life they've built together. Q and A
about Epic: Q: Is this a full-length book? A: Not even close! It's a 7 chapter
novella. Q: Besides Wes and Jamie, who else will I see? A: Blake and Jess.
Wes's team. And some unlucky grasshoppers... Q: Will there be more
books about Wesmie? A: No more books are planned. But you can try on
our other co-written works: Good Boy, Stay & Top Secret. Thanks for
reading! For fans of: Cambria Herbert, Krista & Becca Ricci, Casey
McQuestion, Riley Hart, Lucy Lennox, Lucy Score, Tijan, Meghan March,
Lauren Blakely, Marie Sexton, Annabeth Albert, AM Arthur, Amy Jo
Cousins, Rhys Ford, MK York, Sidney Bell, KJ Charles, Nick White, Alexis
Hall, Roan Parrish, Avon Gale.
Love Is a Battleﬁeld Vivian Arend 2014-09-26 Book 2 of the
DreamMakers series. A red-hot collaboration from New York Times and
USA Today bestselling authors VIVIAN AREND and ELLE KENNEDY.He's
ready to admit she's all grown upAfter two tours of duty, former Army
Ranger Jack Hunter is back in the US, working to keep DreamMakers a
brilliant success. Now that his best friend's little sister is home from
college, it's time to retire his hands-oﬀ policy and take action. He wants
Pepper Wilson in his bed, but seducing the feisty redhead could be
dangerous for more than one reason.She's ready to push all his
buttonsPepper is tired of being bossed around by everyone in her life,
especially arrogant, annoying, overbearing Jack Hunter. While she can't
deny the man is out-of-this-world gorgeous, his alpha routine is getting
old. His steely determination proves a match for her own, though, and the
attraction simmering between them ignites into ﬁery passion.But can their
wild sexual exploration turn into more without someone getting burned?-------------DreamMakers All Fired Up (Parker & Lynn)Love Is A Battleﬁeld
(Jack & Pepper)Don't Walk Away (Dean & Emma)
Feeling Hot Elle Kennedy 2018-01-02 In tight quarters, anything can
happen... Fresh oﬀ a six-month deployment, Navy SEAL Cash McCoy is
determined to end his celibacy streak with a night of down and dirty sex.
Instead, he gets an interrupted hook-up with a hot blonde who vanishes
without a way for him to contact her. When he's asked to keep an eye onand hands oﬀ-his CO's sister for a few weeks to guard her from a psychostalker ex, Cash accepts the assignment as a distraction...and gets the
surprise of his life. Jen Scott knows she needs protection, but she's not
looking forward to being babysat by some straight-laced yes-man her
overprotective brother can boss around. Finding out her new roomie is
none other than the sexy stranger who was seconds away from shaking
her world apart changes everything. Orders be damned, Cash is the one
man capable of helping her explore her sexuality, and she's even willing
to break her own rule-never date military men-to get the gorgeous SEAL
into her bed. Only, Cash makes it clear he wants much more than she
bargained for. Not just her body, but the one thing Jen promised herself
she'd never give to a man in uniform. Her heart. Warning: Sexy SEAL?
Check. Sassy heroine determined to seduce him? Check. Scorching hot
sex bound to make you blush? Double check. A threesome and some
man-on-man action? Triple check. You've been warned.
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie Muriel Spark 2015-08-06 'Muriel Spark's
most celebrated novel . . . This ruthlessly and destructively romantic
school ma'am is one of the giants of post-war ﬁction' Independent 'A
brilliantly psychological fugue' Observer The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie is
Muriel Spark's most signiﬁcant and celebrated novel, and remains as
dazzling as when it was ﬁrst published in 1961. Miss Jean Brodie is a
teacher unlike any other, proud and cultured, enigmatic and freethinking;
a romantic, with progressive, sometimes shocking ideas and aspirations
for the girls in her charge. At the Marcia Blaine Academy she takes a
select group of girls under her wing. Spellbound by Miss Brodie's
unconventional teaching, these devoted pupils form the Brodie set. But as
feeling-hot-out-of-uniform-7-elle-kennedy
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Toni Aleo
The Risk Elle Kennedy 2019-02-18 Everyone says I’m a bad girl. They’re
only partly right—I don’t let fear rule me, and I certainly don’t care what
people think. But I draw the line at sleeping with the enemy. As the
daughter of Briar’s head hockey coach, I’d be viliﬁed if I hooked up with a
player from a rival team. And that’s who Jake Connelly is. Harvard’s star
forward is arrogant, annoying, and too attractive for his own good. But
fate is cruel—I require his help to secure a much-coveted internship, and
the sexy jerk isn’t making it easy for me. I need Connelly to be my fake
boyfriend. For every fake date…he wants a real one. Which means this
bad girl is in big trouble. Nothing good can come from sneaking around
with Jake Connelly. My father would kill me, my friends will revolt, and my
post-college career is on the line. But while it’s getting harder and harder
to resist Jake’s oozing sex appeal and cocky grin, I refuse to fall for him.
That’s the one risk I’m not willing to take. The Briar U Series of Standalone
Novels The Chase (Briar U Book 1) The Risk (Briar U Book 2) The Play
(Briar U Book 3) The Oﬀ-Campus Series of Standalone Novels The Deal
(Oﬀ-Campus Book 1) The Mistake (Oﬀ-Campus Book 2) The Score (OﬀCampus Book 3) The Goal (Oﬀ-Campus Book 4)
Out of Bounds Elena Delle Donne 2019-12-03 From WNBA MVP, Olympic
gold medalist, and global ambassador to the Special Olympics Elena Delle
Donne comes the third novel in a middle grade series with as much heart
as there is game. Elle is ﬁnally ﬁnding her groove and is excited about
how her year is turning out. But when her team loses a major game
against their rivals, Elle doesn’t know if basketball is worth it anymore. It
feels like she can’t win—even when she’s improving and doing well,
everyone always expects more from her. With her changing attitudes on
basketball, will she let everyone she knows down if she decides to take a
break?
The Legacy Elle Kennedy 2021-09-21 The international bestselling OﬀCampus series returns with a collection of four novellas by New York
Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy! This brand-new installment
provides the much-anticipated answer to the question: where are they
now? Four stories. Four couples. Three years of real life after graduation…
A wedding. A proposal. An elopement. And a surprise pregnancy. Can you
guess which couple is which? Come for the drama, stay for the laughs!
Catch up with your favorite Oﬀ-Campus characters as they navigate the
changes that come with growing up and discover that big decisions can
have big consequences…and big rewards. *THE LEGACY is an 85,000word novel that is made up of four novellas.
The Tattooist of Auschwitz Heather Morris 2018-01-11 One of the
bestselling books of the 21st century with over 6 million copies sold. Don't
miss the conclusion to The Tattooist of Auschwitz Trilogy, Three Sisters.
Available now. I tattooed a number on her arm. She tattooed her name on
my heart. In 1942, Lale Sokolov arrived in Auschwitz-Birkenau. He was
given the job of tattooing the prisoners marked for survival - scratching
numbers into his fellow victims' arms in indelible ink to create what would
become one of the most potent symbols of the Holocaust. Waiting in line
to be tattooed, terriﬁed and shaking, was a young girl. For Lale - a dandy,
a jack-the-lad, a bit of a chancer - it was love at ﬁrst sight. And he was
determined not only to survive himself, but to ensure this woman, Gita,
did, too. So begins one of the most life-aﬃrming, courageous,
unforgettable and human stories of the Holocaust: the love story of the
tattooist of Auschwitz. Discover Cilka's Journey, the incredible bestselling
sequel to The Tattooist of Auschwitz. Out now. ----- 'Extraordinary moving, confronting and uplifting . . . I recommend it unreservedly'
Greame Simsion 'A moving and ultimately uplifting story of love, loyalties
and friendship amidst the horrors of war . . . It's a triumph.' Jill Mansell 'A
sincere . . . moving attempt to speak the unspeakable' Sunday Times
The Explorer Katherine Rundell 2017-08-10 Go on an adventure with
Katherine Rundell ... Winner of the Children's Book Prize Winner of the
Costa Children's Book Award 2017 Winner of the London Book Fair
Children's Travel Book of the Year 'I loved The Explorer' Jacqueline Wilson
'Rundell is now unarguably in the FIRST RANK' Philip Pullman 'Read
everything she writes' Daily Mail From his seat in the tiny aeroplane, Fred
watches as the mysteries of the Amazon jungle pass by below him. He has
always dreamed of becoming an explorer, of making history and of
reading his name amongst the lists of great discoveries. If only he could
land and look about him. As the plane crashes into the canopy, Fred is
suddenly left without a choice. He and the three other children may be
alive, but the jungle is a vast, untamed place. With no hope of rescue, the
chance of getting home feels impossibly small. Except, it seems, someone
has been there before them ...
Midnight Revenge Elle Kennedy 2016-02-02 From the USA Today
bestselling author of Midnight Captive, the latest Killer Instincts novel is
feeling-hot-out-of-uniform-7-elle-kennedy

“oﬀ-the-charts-hot”* romantic suspense that takes readers into the heart
of an enigmatic mercenary... Out of all the stone-cold mercenaries in Jim
Morgan's black ops organization, Derek “D” Pratt is the most intimidating.
He is tight-lipped and covered in tattoos, and even the other guys on his
team are afraid to ask him about his past. D’s been oﬀ the grid for years,
but after his teammate Sullivan is mistakenly captured in his place, D is
forced to come out of hiding and face his demons. When D lands in
Mexico, he’s ready to risk everything to save his friend. To complicate
matters, Soﬁa Amaro, a feisty doctor whom D had a one-night stand with
months ago, has tracked him down. And in an instant she’s
unintentionally caught up in his life-threatening rescue mission. Now D
must extract not one but two people from the most violent world he's ever
encountered. And one of them is carrying his child...
Getting Hotter Elle Kennedy 2018-01-28 The fourth book in the Out of
Uniform series by New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy.
Don't Walk Away Vivian Arend 2015-04-21 DreamMakers, Book 3 He
wants to rock her world—in bed and out of it For former Army Ranger
Dean Colter, sexual escapades and wild ﬂirtations are the norm—but it
wasn’t always that way. Years ago, the DreamMakers co-owner was a
one-woman kind of guy until he tore Emma Lee’s heart apart. Yet he’s
never forgotten her, and when Emma waltzes back into his life, a second
chance is suddenly within his reach…and he’ll be damned if he’ll screw up
again. She wants her world to stop spinning apart Emma’s no longer the
naïve girl she used to be. Now a successful designer in the fashion world,
she refuses to let Dean’s killer smile and sweet-talking ways distract her
from her goals. But being the target of Dean’s full-out seduction isn’t easy
to resist, even as the dynasty she’s built teeters toward disaster. This
time she might the one who breaks both their hearts when she has to
walk away.
Beneath the Glitter Elle Fowler 2012-09-04 From internet stars Elle and
Blair Fowler comes a scintillating new novel that takes readers Beneath
the Glitter of the glitzy L.A. social scene. Welcome to a place where
dreams are made. And where nothing—and no one—is ever what it
seems. After their make-up and fashion videos went viral on YouTube,
sisters Sophia and Ava London are thrust into the exclusive life of the Los
Angeles elite. Here fabulous parties, air kisses, paparazzi and hot guys all
come with the scene. Sophia ﬁnds herself torn between a gorgeous
bartender and a millionaire playboy, and Ava starts dating an A-list actor.
But as they're about to discover, the life they've always dreamed of
comes with a cost. Beneath the glitter of the Hollywood social scene lies a
world of ruthless ambition, vicious gossip...and betrayal. Someone close
to them, someone they trust, is working in the shadows to bring the
London sisters falling down. And once the betrayal is complete, Sophia
and Ava ﬁnd themselves knee-deep in a scandal that could take away
everything they care about, including the one thing that matters
most—each other.
All Fired Up Vivian Arend 2014-04-20 He’s ready to lead the way Parker
Wilson never thought he’d go from battle-hardened soldier to romance
expert, but after his stint in the Rangers, that’s exactly what happened.
As the owner of DreamMakers Inc., he helps other men win in the love
department, using every resource available to plan the perfect date.
When a routine recon turns into an unexpected night of passion, Parker’s
mission becomes more personal—and he won’t give up until Lynn
Davidson is all his. She’s more than willing to follow Lynn is a goner from
the moment she lays eyes on the delectable Parker. She’s just ditched her
boring almost-boyfriend and is tired of sticking to the straight and narrow.
It’s time to walk on the wild side, and what better way than in the arms of
the most irresistible man she’s ever met? But when their red-hot aﬀair is
threatened, it’ll take a team eﬀort to make their dreams come true. Sexy
adventures, alpha male, humorous situations.
On Point Annabeth Albert 2017-06-05 “On Point is an exciting and
emotionally satisfying story and the Out of Uniform series continues to
deliver well-crafted military romances.”—All About Romance Never fall for
your best friend… Pushing thirty, with his reenlistment looming, decorated
navy sniper Maddox Horvat is taking a long look at what he really wants in
life. And what he wants is Ben Tovey. It isn’t smart, falling for his best
friend and fellow SEAL, but ten years with Ben has forged a bond so
intimate Maddox can’t ignore it. He needs Ben by his side forever—heart
and soul. Ben admits he likes what he’s seen—his friend’s full lower lip
and the perfect muscles of his ass have proved distracting more than
once. But Ben’s still reeling from a relationship gone to hell, and he’s not
about to screw up his friendship with Maddox, too. Until their next mission
throws Ben and Maddox closer together than ever before, with only each
other to depend on. Now, in the lonely, desperate hours awaiting rescue,
the real challenge—confronting themselves, their future and their
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desires—begins. Man to man, friend to friend, lover to lover. Don’t miss
the Out of Uniform series by Annabeth Albert! Order your copy of Oﬀ
Base, At Attention, Wheels Up, Squared Away, Tight Quarters and Rough
Terrain today! This book is approximately 78,000 words One-click with
conﬁdence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the
romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Say Yes Elle Kennedy 2021-11-09 A standalone novella from New York
Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Maid-of-honor Emilia is looking for
some stress-busting fun the night before her best friend’s wedding. And
what’s more fun than a no-strings hook-up? Good thing there’s an app for
that, and she’s in luck—the sexy stud she swipes right on is more than
happy to fulﬁll all her needs. Her hot night with “Dirk” is everything she
knew it would be. But this morning? He looks a hell of a lot like the groom.
Fatty Legs Christy Jordan-Fenton 2010-09-01 Eight-year-old Margaret
Pokiak has set her sights on learning to read, even though it means
leaving her village in the high Arctic. Faced with unceasing pressure, her
father ﬁnally agrees to let her make the ﬁve-day journey to attend school,
but he warns Margaret of the terrors of residential schools. At school
Margaret soon encounters the Raven, a black-cloaked nun with a hooked
nose and bony ﬁngers that resemble claws. She immediately dislikes the
strong-willed young Margaret. Intending to humiliate her, the heartless
Raven gives gray stockings to all the girls — all except Margaret, who gets
red ones. In an instant Margaret is the laughingstock of the entire school.
In the face of such cruelty, Margaret refuses to be intimidated and bravely
gets rid of the stockings. Although a sympathetic nun stands up for
Margaret, in the end it is this brave young girl who gives the Raven a
lesson in the power of human dignity. Complemented by archival photos
from Margaret Pokiak-Fenton’s collection and striking artworks from Liz
Amini-Holmes, this inspiring ﬁrst-person account of a plucky girl’s
determination to confront her tormentor will linger with young readers.
Elle of the Ball Elena Delle Donne 2018-03-13 From 2015 WNBA MVP,
2016 Olympic gold medalist, and global ambassador to the Special
Olympics Elena Delle Donne comes the ﬁrst novel in a brand-new middle
grade series with as much heart as there is game. Elle Deluca is a seventh
grader who is tall—not just sort of tall. She’s six feet tall. And for a twelveyear-old girl, this means that her basketball team has high hopes for her
changing positions and becoming their starting center. But a new position
is not the only footwork she has to learn. Her class’s dance unit in gym is
coming up, and that means she has to learn ballroom dance steps with a
boy much shorter than her—and perform publically for a grade. In the ﬁrst
book in WNBA MVP and Olympic gold medalist Elena Delle Donne’s Hoops
series, Elle must ﬁgure out a way to remain herself when others want her
to be someone else.
Rough Terrain Annabeth Albert 2019-01-14 “Whether making my heart
melt, or my head burst into ﬂames — Annabeth Albert draws the reader in
and keeps them captivated.” —Gay Book Reviews The camping trip from
hell may be the ﬁrst stop on the road to happily-ever-after. Navy SEAL
Renzo Bianchi has a soft spot for Canaan Finley, and not only because the
man makes a mean smoothie. He’s the ﬁrst guy to get Renzo’s motor
revving in a long time. But when he agrees to Canaan’s insane
charade—one all-access fake boyfriend, coming right up—he never
expects more than a ﬂing. Creating a hot Italian SEAL boyfriend to save
face seemed like a good idea…until his friends called Canaan’s bluﬀ. Now
he’s setting oﬀ into the woods with the very man who inspired his
deception, and Canaan is not the outdoorsy type. The sparks are already
ﬂying when a ﬂash ﬂood separates them from their group, leaving Renzo
and Canaan very much trapped…very much alone in the wilderness.
Working together to come up with a plan for survival is sexier than either
of them expects. But back in the real world, being a couple is bringing its
own set of hazards… Don’t miss the Out of Uniform series by Annabeth
Albert! Order your copy of Oﬀ Base, At Attention, On Point, Wheels Up,
Squared Away and Tight Quarters today! One-click with conﬁdence. This
title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise!
Hot and Heavy Elle Kennedy 2013-02-05 When a SEAL goes after your
heart, don't put up a ﬁght. They don't like to lose.... Three hot titles of
ﬁerce, unexpected needs, sexual fantasies, and bad boys. Warning:
Contains dangerously hot Navy SEALS that give the phrase "going
commando" whole new meaning.
Midnight Games Elle Kennedy 2013-08-06 She wears a thousand deadly
identities. He sees through them all. A master of disguise, Isabel Roma
spends her life pretending to be other women. Normally, her emotions are
reined in tight—but sexy mercenary Trevor Callaghan has a knack for
getting under her skin. The elite operative’s quiet strength and raw
magnetism aﬀect her in ways she’s never felt before, a distraction that
feeling-hot-out-of-uniform-7-elle-kennedy

can quickly turn deadly in their dangerous line of work. After putting his
tragic past behind him, Trevor is ready to focus on his future—and he
damn well intends for Isabel to be in it. When their entire operation is
thrown into chaos, Trevor enlists Isabel’s talent for deception. And as they
attempt to save their team in a world where the stakes are high and the
danger is grave, Trevor must convince Isabel that the woman beneath all
the disguises is the one worth having....
As Hot As It Gets Elle Kennedy 2018-04-12 The ﬁnal book in the Out of
Uniform series by New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy.
Midnight Alias Elle Kennedy 2013-02-05 She’s smart, seductive, and in
way over her head. He’s her only way out. An undercover DEA agent has
gone oﬀ the radar. Suspecting an internal mole, the government needs
Luke Dubois and his elite team of operatives to recover their man, and the
New Orleans native thinks he’s found his way inside the dark underbelly
of Manhattan: Olivia Taylor, the girlfriend of a mob boss and the sexiest
woman he’s ever laid eyes on. His new mission objective? Get past
Olivia’s defenses and convince her to take a chance—on him. All Olivia
wanted was to ﬁnish law school and live a normal life, but that dream was
shattered when one dangerous night put her deeply in a mobster’s debt.
Now Luke and his team will help her escape—in exchange for intel on the
missing agent. But Olivia doesn’t anticipate her intense attraction to the
reckless Louisiana charmer or that she’ll be forced to risk
everything—including her heart.
Red-Hot Summer Maya Banks 2009-04 Reckless: Sheriﬀ J.T. Summers
promised to keep an eye on his best friend's little sister. What could
possibly go wrong? A lot. "Little" Nikki Durant isn't so little any more.
Hotter Than Ever Elle Kennedy 2018-03-13 Three is most deﬁnitely not
a crowd... Claire McKinley has just experienced every bride's nightmare:
the groom is a no-show, and now she must face ﬁve hundred guests
alone. Furious and humiliated, she seeks help from the most unlikely
candidate-her almost-brother-in-law, who promptly whisks her away to his
apartment in San Diego, where she can recover her pride in peace and
quiet. Dylan Wade is no fan of Claire's, but he can't ignore the jilted bride
in her time of need. Bringing her home seems like a good idea-until he
remembers his new roommate. Dylan's relationship with Aidan Rhodes
is...complicated. And with Claire thrown into the mix, life becomes even
more...complicated. Claire is blindsided by her attraction not only to
Dylan, but also to Aidan, a man she's just met. Soon they're caught up in
an all-consuming sexual storm they can't ﬁght even if they wanted to. But
when their hearts get involved, Claire wonders if it can last, or if she's just
setting herself up for more heartache. Warning: This book is very dirty.
Ménage a trois and man-on-man dirty. Graphic language and explicit sex
dirty. Basically? Dirty. You've been warned.
The Deal Elle Kennedy 2016-09-25 Hannah Wells has ﬁnally found
someone who turns her on. But while she might be conﬁdent in every
other area of her life, she's carting around a full set of baggage when it
comes to sex and seduction. If she wants to get her crush's attention,
she'll have to step out of her comfort zone and make him take
notice...even if it means tutoring the annoying, childish, cocky captain of
the hockey team in exchange for a pretend date. All Garrett Graham has
ever wanted is to play professional hockey after graduation, but his
plummeting GPA is threatening everything he's worked so hard for. If
helping a sarcastic brunette make another guy jealous will help him
secure his position on the team, he's all for it. But when one unexpected
kiss leads to the wildest sex of both their lives, it doesn't take long for
Garrett to realize that pretend isn't going to cut it. Now he just has to
convince Hannah that the man she wants looks a lot like him.
The Nowhere Emporium Ross MacKenzie 2015-03-05 When the
mysterious Nowhere Emporium arrives in Glasgow, orphan Daniel Holmes
stumbles upon it quite by accident. Before long, the 'shop from nowhere' - and its owner, Mr Silver -- draw Daniel into a breathtaking world of magic
and enchantment. Recruited as Mr Silver's apprentice, Daniel learns the
secrets of the Emporium's vast labyrinth of passageways and rooms -rooms that contain wonders beyond anything Daniel has ever imagined.
But when Mr Silver disappears, and a shadow from the past threatens
everything, the Emporium and all its wonders begin to crumble. Can
Daniel save his home, and his new friends, before the Nowhere Emporium
is destroyed forever? Scottish Children's Book Award winner Ross
MacKenzie unleashes a riot of imagination, colour and fantasy in this
astonishing adventure, perfect for fans of Philip Pullman, Corneila Funke
and Neil Gaiman.
One Night of Trouble Elle Kennedy 2015-01-05 The moment AJ Walsh sees
the sexy, tattooed pixie walk up to his bar, it's lust at ﬁrst sight. He's
always been labeled the "nice" guy—opening doors, buying ﬂowers, and
never, ever having one-night stands. But with this wicked little angel with
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red lips and unfathomably dark eyes? Oh, yeah. Tonight, "nice" has
nothing to do with it... Brett Conlon is trying to convince her family that
she's put away her reckless wild girl side for good. Nothing—and no
one—could be better for her reputation than golden boy AJ Walsh. So they
make a deal: if he plays The Good Boyfriend for her family, he can be a
very, very bad boy with her. Now their one naughty night is about to turn
into a whole lot of trouble... Each book in the After Hours series is
STANDALONE: * One Night of Sin (novella) * One Night of Scandal * One
Night of Trouble
Normal People Sally Rooney 2019-04-16 NOW AN EMMY-NOMINATED
HULU ORIGINAL SERIES • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A stunning
novel about the transformative power of relationships” (People) from the
author of Conversations with Friends, “a master of the literary pageturner” (J. Courtney Sullivan). ONE OF THE TEN BEST NOVELS OF THE
DECADE—Entertainment Weekly TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR—People,
Slate, The New York Public Library, Harvard Crimson AND BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR—The New York Times, The New York Times Book Review, O:
The Oprah Magazine, Time, NPR, The Washington Post, Vogue, Esquire,
Glamour, Elle, Marie Claire, Vox, The Paris Review, Good Housekeeping,
Town & Country Connell and Marianne grew up in the same small town,
but the similarities end there. At school, Connell is popular and well liked,
while Marianne is a loner. But when the two strike up a
conversation—awkward but electrifying—something life changing begins.
A year later, they’re both studying at Trinity College in Dublin. Marianne
has found her feet in a new social world while Connell hangs at the
sidelines, shy and uncertain. Throughout their years at university,
Marianne and Connell circle one another, straying toward other people
and possibilities but always magnetically, irresistibly drawn back together.
And as she veers into self-destruction and he begins to search for
meaning elsewhere, each must confront how far they are willing to go to
save the other. Normal People is the story of mutual fascination,
friendship and love. It takes us from that ﬁrst conversation to the years
beyond, in the company of two people who try to stay apart but ﬁnd that
they can’t. Praise for Normal People “[A] novel that demands to be read
compulsively, in one sitting.”—The Washington Post “Arguably the
buzziest novel of the season, Sally Rooney’s elegant sophomore eﬀort . . .
is a worthy successor to Conversations with Friends. Here, again, she
unﬂinchingly explores class dynamics and young love with wit and
nuance.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Rooney] has been hailed as the ﬁrst
great millennial novelist for her stories of love and late capitalism. . . .
[She writes] some of the best dialogue I’ve read.”—The New Yorker
Body Check Elle Kennedy 2009-03-01 Hard body? Check. Awesome-nightin-the-sack potential? Check! Hayden Houston is breaking out of her goodgirl mode. It's time for a one-night stand—and she's found just the man
for the job! She spent her childhood being dragged from rink to rink by
her hockey-coach father. Now Hayden craves stability. And she's
determined to get it—after this one night.… When hockey star Brody Croft
sees the sexy brunette at the bar, he's riveted. He's ready to shed his
bad-boy ways and settle down. And after a mind-blowing night in bed with
Hayden, he knows she's the one. Now all he has to do is convince her….
Hot & Bothered Elle Kennedy 2017-08-13 Three sizzling-hot stories from
New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Heat of the Moment For
almost a year Shelby has lusted over swoon-worthy Garrett, but she can’t
ﬁgure out why he’s not interested…until she overhears him saying she’s
too vanilla for his taste. When a heat wave sends the sexy Navy SEAL into
her bakery, she ﬁnally has the opportunity to show him exactly what he’s
missing… Heat of Passion Holly has too much on her plate to think about
a serious relationship. A hot ﬂing with a SEAL, though, is the perfect way
to take the edge oﬀ. The last thing she expects is to run into her gorgeous
one-night stand weeks later, and to discover that Carson wants the one
thing she doesn’t: more. In the face of his methodical seduction, her
resistance is crumbling… Heat of the Storm Will has waited ﬁfteen years
for the storm that sends Mackenzie into his arms. He’s the one man not
scared of her psychic gift, and their one night of passion is enough to
convince this tenacious SEAL that they are much, much more than
friends. Now he just has to convince her of that…
Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice Arie
Wallert 1995-08-24 Bridging the ﬁelds of conservation, art history, and
museum curating, this volume contains the principal papers from an
international symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques, Materials,
and Studio Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam,
Netherlands, from June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art
historians, conservators, conservation scientists, and museum curators
worldwide—was organized by the Department of Art History at the
University of Leiden and the Art History Department of the Central
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Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam.
Twenty-ﬁve contributors representing museums and conservation
institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical
painting techniques, including wall painting and polychrome sculpture.
Topics cover the latest art historical research and scientiﬁc analyses of
original techniques and materials, as well as historical sources, such as
medieval treatises and descriptions of painting techniques in historical
literature. Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt and
Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English
churches, Chinese paintings on paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas.
Color plates and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from the
Middle Ages to the 20th century.
Out of Uniform Elle Kennedy 2020-10-12 The ﬁrst box set of the Out of
Uniform series by New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy.
Includes the books: Hot & Bothered, Hot & Heavy, and Feeling Hot.
The Story of My Life Helen Keller 2018-05-25 The Story of My Life is an
autobiography by Helen Keller. It is the story of Helen Keller and her life
as a deaf and blind girl, and her triumph over these tribulations. Iin the
book, she reveals her frustration and rage over her condition. It details
her educational achievements and her introduction to the world through
her breakthrough into communication. The story was written by Helen
Keller when she was just 22 years old. The Story of My Life is a tale of the
courage and unbreakable will of Helen Keller. The book has been adapted
into a television series, a Broadway play, a Hollywood feature ﬁlm, and an
Indian feature ﬁlm.
Addicted Elle Kennedy 2016-06-28 From the New York Times bestselling
author of Claimed comes the second enticingly erotic novel set in a world
on the brink of chaos. Lennox used to live in a paradise on earth with his
best friend Jamie, in a place where visitors came and went, allowing their
desires to run free. But everything changes when a deadly attack forces
them to take up with Connor Mackenzie’s band of Outlaws. Lennox knows
Jamie is hung up on someone else, but he’s always believed he’s the man
for her—and won’t let her go without a ﬁght. Even though Jamie is well
aware that Lennox is one hot specimen of a man, she refuses to let sex
ruin the most important relationship in her life. But when the object of her
interest spurns her, she indulges in a little pleasure-ﬁlled revenge with her
very magnetic, very willing best friend. One thrilling night with Lennox is
enough to awaken Jamie’s unexpected desires for him. And now that she’s
had a taste, she’s not sure she can ever give him up...
The Monocle Travel Guide to London (Updated Version) Monocle
2020-01-15 A parade through London's outposts of good food, design,
retail, and more, this deﬁnitive travel guide will make you feel like a local
no matter where you are from. Vast and sprawling, a tangle of roads and
lanes, a muddle of rising and falling neighborhoods: London can be a big
beast to tame, even for the people who get to call it home. But this everchanging and regenerating capital can also charm you with its beauty,
from wind-rustled parks to that winding River Thames. Its mix of people,
abundance of culture, and the occasional louche night on the tiles also
makes it a city that will surprise you and win you over. The Monocle
Travel Guide to London is a celebration of all the things that the Monocle
team loves above this mighty metropolis (and they are brave enough to
let you see the wrinkles too). It's a guide to the bars, shops, restaurants,
music venues, and museums that they think should edge their way on to
your itinerary. They will lure you to some fresher neighborhoods and ﬁll
your head with lots of "We really have to see..." ideas. And they will leave
you with a clear, crisp view of how the capital is changing. London is a
global city but the Monocle team will help you see it as a series of friendly
local gems. Hold on to your hat.
Hot & Heavy Elle Kennedy 2017-11-03 Three sizzling-hot stories from
New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Heat It Up One minute
broody SEAL Becker is responding hell no to a pesky reporter’s interview
request. The next, he’s trapped in an elevator and calming Jane’s
conﬁned-space panic attack—with a kiss. Once he caves in to the ﬁerce,
unexpected need, there’s no turning back. Beck’s not looking for longterm, but a ﬂing with a redhead with a brutally honest mouth and a body
made for sin? Abso-eﬃng-lutely… Heat of the Night When her long-time
ﬁancé breaks oﬀ their engagement, Annabelle sets out to prove she’s not
a prude. Only problem is, her list of sexual fantasies winds up in the
wrong hands, and now she’s got a sinfully sexy SEAL oﬀering to help
check oﬀ every last wild and wicked item. Resisting Ryan is futile, but
protecting her heart? It’s necessary… The Heat is On Matt thinks he’s a
bad boy…until he ﬁnds himself face down on the ﬂoor during a bank
robbery, arguing with a sexy blonde who wields her sharp tongue with
surgical precision. Savannah eagerly follows the adrenaline rush she feels
with Matt to the nearest bed, but when tangled sheets begin to feel like
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him loose. Problem is, Matt’s not going anywhere…

tangled heartstrings, commitment-shy Savannah’s ﬁrst instinct is to cut
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